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The CSEC Biology Concise Revision Course provides full coverage of the CSEC
Biology syllabus. This book provides comprehensive and authoritative guidance for the
course. It adopts a practical, supportive approach to help students with their learning.
Revision exam and assessment guidance questions throughout consolidate this
learning. * Full coverage of the CSEC Biology course * Advice on organising your
revision includes tips on exam technique, explanations of exam command words, and
guidance on drawing graphs, tables and diagrams * Revision questions at the end of
each topic help to secure knowledge and understanding * Exam-style questions at the
end of each section provide effective practice for the actual exam * Answers are
available for free at www.collins.co.uk/caribbean
The Caribbean before Columbus is a new synthesis of the region's insular history. It
combines the results of the authors' 55 years of archaeological research on almost
every island in the three archipelagoes with that of their numerous colleagues and
collaborators. The presentation operates on multiple scales: temporal, spatial, local,
regional, environmental, social, and political. In addition, individual sites are used to
highlight specific issues. For the first time, the complete histories of the major islands
and island groups are elucidated, and new insights are gained through inter-island
comparisons. The book takes a step back from current debates regarding nomenclature
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to offer a common foundation and the opportunity for a fresh beginning. In this regard
the original concepts of series and ages provide structure, and the diversity of
expressions subsumed by these concepts is embraced. Historical names, such as
Taino and Lucayan, are avoided. The authors challenge the long-held conventional
wisdom concerning island colonization, societal organization, interaction and
transculturation, inter- and intra-regional transactions (exchange), and other basic
elements of cultural development and change. The emphasis is on those elements that
unite the Bahamas, Lesser Antilles, and Greater Antilles as a culture area, and also on
their divergent pathways. Colonization is presented as a multifaceted wave-like
process. Continuing ties to the surrounding mainland are highlighted. Interactions
between residents and new colonists are recognized, with individual histories
contingent on these historical interactions. New solutions are offered to the "Huecoid
problem" the "Carib problem," the "Taino problem," and the evolution of social
complexity, especially in Puerto Rico.These solutions req
Social Studies for Jamaica is a three-level course written specifically to cover the ROSE
Social Studies syllabus. It covers the three core themes of Living Together, Working
Together and Growing Together.
Written to match the latest CSEC syllabus, this title focuses on areas relevant to
Caribbean students with up-to-date information and detailed case studies. It provides
key issues facing the Caribbean region and the wider world such as climate change,
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environmental degradation and disaster management.
Offers a six-level course for primary and all-age schools. This book introduces a
concept in course material for the Caribbean. It includes many Social Studies activities,
and is illustrated with photographs and colour artwork.
This book of ten multiple choice practice tests is designed especially for students
preparing for the CXC General Proficiency examinations in Mathematics. All the
questions are patterned along the lines of those used in the CXC examination and each
test follows the format of the examination itself. The tests are clearly laid out to enable
ease of use and marking.
This is a course for students of CSEC Spanish. Relevant and lively, it consists of a
Student's Book each with 2 audio CDs, a Workbook and a Teacher's Guide.
Developed with the Caribbean Examinations Council, this Study Guide provides you
with support to maximise your performance in CSEC Physical Education and Sport.
Written by teachers, examiners and experts in the field, it covers all elements of the
syllabus in an easy-to-use double-page-spread format with a range of features to
enhance study.
These Study Guides have been developed exclusively with the Caribbean
Examinations Council (CXC(r)) to be used as an additional resource by candidates who
are following the Caribbean Secondary Education Certificate (CSEC(r)) programme.
They provide candidates with extra support to help them maximise their performance in
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their examinations.
Over the past decade the academic study of emotion has developed very substantially
across a number of disciplines, including religious studies. This anthology is the first
collection of recent papers addressing the topic of religion and emotion. The selected
pieces - each a foundational essay in this rapidly evolving field - examine attitudes
toward and expressions of emotion in a wide range of religious traditions and periods.
Among the themes considered are the relation of emotion to moral or religious norms,
the role of emotion in faith, religious emotion as a performance of feeling in ritual
contexts, and the relation of emotion to religious language. Specific topics examined
range from filial emotions and filial values in medieval Korean Buddhism to weeping
and spirituality in 16th-century Jewish mysticism. This volume is designed to provide an
introduction to recent work in the field and should appeal to both scholars and students
of comparative religion, anthropology, and psychology.
Traces Puerto Rican industrialization since the 1950s from the point of view of a young
girl, covering incidents that are important to children but often dismissed as trivial by
adults
Fully meets the requirements of the latest CSEC syllabus - Complete coverage of the
core options, plus the options in communications, tourism and consumer affairs,
including co-operatives - Practical guidance on how to approach the School-Based
Assessment and on the alternative to the School-Based Assessment - Activities
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develop Social Studies skills and exam practice questions help students prepare for
their exam
The final book in a comprehensive four-level series for Caribbean students, which provides
thorough preparation for lower secondary and CSEC English A examinations. It includes
multiple choice questions and regular exam practice, additonal practice pages for each Unit
and sample exam papers.
Longman Caribbean Geography is a two-book course which has been written to provide
students of geography with a firm grounding in the subject. The two books - Caribbean
Challenges and The Caribbean and Beyond - can be used in any of years one, two or three of
the lower secondary school.
Serves as an index to Eric reports [microform].
" The first edition of this bestseller was featured inThe New York TimesandThe Boston
Globefor its groundbreaking research on the positive effects of art education on student
learning across the curriculum. Capitalizing on observations and conversations with educators
who have used the Studio Thinking Framework in diverse settings, this expanded edition
features new material, including: The addition ofExhibitionsas a fourth Studio Structure for
Learning (along with Demonstration-Lecture, Students-at-Work, and Critique). Explanation and
examples of the dispositional elements of each Habit, includingskill, alertness(noticing
appropriate times to put skills to use), andinclination(the drive or motivation to employ skills). A
chart aligning Habits to the English Language Arts and Mathematics Common Core.
Descriptions of how the Framework has been used inside and outside of schools incurriculum
planning, teaching,andassessmentacross arts and non-arts disciplines. A full-color insert with
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new examples of student art. Studio Thinking 2will help advocates explain arts education to
policymakers, help art teachers develop and refine their teaching and assessment practices,
and assist educators in other disciplines to learn from existing practices in arts education. Lois
Hetlandis professor and chair of art education at Massachusetts College of Art and Design and
senior research affiliate at Project Zero, Harvard Graduate School of Education.Ellen Winneris
professor and chair of psychology at Boston College and a senior research associate at
Project Zero.Shirley Veenemais an instructor in visual arts at Phillips Academy in Andover,
Massachusetts.Kimberly M. Sheridanis an assistant professor in the College of Education and
Human Development and the College of Visual and Performing Arts at George Mason
University. “Our decade of using the Studio Thinking Framework in California’s schools
positions us for success in this new era because of the foundation of reflective, creative, and
critical thinking developed in our schools and districts.” —From the Foreword to the Second
Edition byLouise Music, Executive Director of Integrated Learning, Alameda County Office of
Education, Hayward, CA “Studio Thinking[is] a vision not only of learning in the arts but what
could be learning most anywhere.” —From the Foreword to the First Edition byDavid N.
Perkins, Professor of Education, Harvard Graduate School of Education, and Senior CoDirector of Harvard Project Zero Praise for the First Edition ofStudio Thinking— “Winner and
Hetland have set out to show what it means to take education in the arts seriously, in its own
right.” —The New York Times “This book is very educational and would be helpful to art
teachers in promoting quality teaching in their classrooms.” —School Arts Magazine “Studio
Thinkingis a major contribution to the field.” —Arts & Learning Review “The research inStudio
Thinkingis groundbreaking and important because it is anchored in the actual practice of
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teaching artists.... The ideas inStudio Thinkingcontinue to provide a vehicle with which to
navigate and understand the complex work in which we are all engaged.” —Teaching Artists
Journal “Hetland and her colleagues reveal dozens of practical measures that could be
adopted by any arts program, inside or outside of the school.... This is a bold new step in arts
education.” —David R. Olson, Professor Emeritus, University of Toronto “Will be at the top of
the list of essential texts in arts education. I know of no other work in art education with this
combination of authenticity and insight.” —Lars Lindström, Stockholm Institute of Education
“The eight studio habits of mind should become a conceptual framework for all preservice art
education programs; this book should be read by all early and experienced art educators.”
—Mary Ann Stankiewicz, The Pennsylvania State University "
Prepared specifically to support social studies and geography courses at upper primary and
lower secondary levels throughout the Caribbean. The atlas is fully illustrated and includes the
most up to date reference and thematic mapping of the countries within the Caribbean
Community as well as the broader Caribbean region. Maps are fully supported with
illustrations, photographs and data. World maps cover international issues which have a
bearing on Caribbean development.
This course is aimed specifically at grade 10 and 11 secondary school students in the
Caribbean who are preparing for their C-SEC examination. The course is divided into three
books: Management; Food and Nutrition; and Clothing and Textiles.

Suitable for students studying for CSEC examinations, this book includes features such
as: written for the latest CSEC syllabus; learning objectives stated for each chapter;
keywords highlighted in the margins form a glossary; and, diagrams and pictures that
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encourage understanding.
What do you serve when Castro comes to dinner? Tattlin's firsthand account ofher
immersion into Cuban life is uninhibited and revelatory. Nationalads.
This text provides students with a wide understanding of what communication means,
how we as humans communicate, what affects communication and ways of
communicating effectively. Students will find this text to be an essential tool in helping
them become better communicators both in school and society.
Oxford Mathematics for the Caribbean has been updated to cater for the needs of the
classroom in the 21st century. Features of each book in the series include: prior
learning points; fully differentiated exercises to cater for a wide range of ability; activities
and investigations to encourage mathematical thinking; summaries of the main points of
each unit with questions to check understanding, so that students can test themselves;
and regular revision exercises to help monitor progress. The series is intended for
secondary school pupils studying for the Caribbean Examinations Council (CXC)
examinations in mathematics.
Study Guides for CAPE have been developed and written by CXC to provide CAPE
candidates in schools and colleges with resource materials to help them prepare for
their exams. Matching the topics in the syllabus, the student-friendly structure and
content enable students to develop their skills and confidence as they approach the
examination.
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Migration has become an increasingly important phenomenon for societies, especially
given its highly controversial political dimension. The complexity of the migrant
integration process and its many varieties present challenges to policymakers who
need high-quality information on which to base decisions. Nowhere is this necessity
more pressing than in the development of relevant tax rules that meet the basic
requirements of efficiency and equity. Moreover, the ascent of the so-called emerging
economies coupled with the stagnation of the richest economies of the world implies
reform of the current competition-based international tax regime and the adoption of a
more cooperative paradigm. This important and timely book, for the first time in such
depth, explores such aspects of the problem as the following: - migration for tax
reasons, especially corporate "inversions" (change in corporate residence for tax
purposes); - tax consequences related to individuals who receive free or subsidized
education in one country and profit from it in another; - taxing cross-border retirement
income; and - migration-related aspects of tax preferential treatment of the elderly. With
particular emphasis on the effects and opportunities created by the changing
international tax regime - and with attention to the role of tax treaties and recent court
cases - chapters by well known tax experts present evidence on the consequences of
migration in all its facets and simulate the effects of several recently enacted and
proposed changes in tax law in European countries, the United States, and other
jurisdictions. The grounded propositions and recommendations offered in this deeply
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informed book will allow policymakers to draft tax-residence rules that minimize
distortion and promote fairness. The book will also be of interest to tax law practitioners
and other tax specialists, migration experts, and academics investigating one of the
crucial political issues of our time.

Developed exclusively with the Caribbean Examinations Council, this Study
Guide will provide you with the support to maximise your performance in CSEC
Mathematics. Written by a team of experts in the syllabus and the examination,
this Study Guide covers all the essential information in an easy-to-use double
page spread format and with online support. Each topic begins with key learning
outcomes and contains a range of features to enhance your study of the subject.
Social Studies for CSEC is a comprehensive text for the CXC CSEC syllabus.
There are regular features within each chapter which capture skills, present case
studies and highlight ideas for SBA. Questioning relevant to topics and themes is
graduated from a basic level to exam level questions at the end of chapters to
stretch the pupil.
REA ... Real review, Real practice, Real results. An easier path to a college
degree - get college credits without the classes. CLEP HUMAN GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT - with TESTware Includes CD with timed practice tests, instant
scoring, and more. Based on today’s official CLEP exam Are you prepared to
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excel on the CLEP? * Take the first practice test to discover what you know and
what you should know * Set up a flexible study schedule by following our easy
timeline * Use REA's advice to ready yourself for proper study and success Study
what you need to know to pass the exam * The book's on-target subject review
features coverage of all topics on the official CLEP exam, including theories of
development, intelligence, family and society, atypical development, and more. *
Smart and friendly lessons reinforce necessary skills * Key tutorials enhance
specific abilities needed on the test * Targeted drills increase comprehension and
help organize study Practice for real * Create the closest experience to test-day
conditions with the book’s 3 full-length practice tests on REA’s TESTware CD,
featuring test-taking against the clock, instant scoring by topic, handy mark-andreturn function, pause function, and more. * OR choose paper-and-pencil testing
at your own pace * Chart your progress with full and detailed explanations of all
answers * Boost your confidence with test-taking strategies and experienced
advice Specially Written for Solo Test Preparation! REA is the acknowledged
leader in CLEP preparation, with the most extensive library of CLEP titles and
software available. Most titles are also offered with REA's exclusive TESTware
software to make your practice more effective and more like exam day. REA's
CLEP Prep guides will help you get valuable credits, save on tuition, and
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advance your chosen career by earning a college degree.
This edition includes questions throughout to test understanding and reinforces
new knowledge and concepts through structured revision questions at the end of
each chapter It includes all essential practical work with structured questions and
a full apparatus list, taking account of the new guidelines on safety and explains
important words in a detailed glossary.
Written by a team of experts in Caribbean business education, Principles of
Business for CSEC(R) engages students with the fundamental concepts of
business, and encourages the development of their critical thinking and
entrepreneurial skills.
The need to feed an ever-growing global population combined with increasing
demand for sustainable agricultural practices has generated a significant rise in
demand for biopesticides. By responding concurrently to the interests of farming,
forestry, and industrial sectors, biopesticides offer a considerable potential for
utilization in sustainable
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